Alternate integral forms for the cumulative probability distribution in terms of the characteristic function are given. In particular, forms that can utilize a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm and special forms for one-sided probability deilsity functions are derived. For a special class of discrete random variables, all integral evaluations are over a finite range. Some computational aspects of utilizing the FFT are discussed.
A recent report [1] on numerical evaluation of cumulative probability distribution functions directly from characteristic functions ((F) gave the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) in terms of a single integral on the CF for both continuous and discrete random variables (RV). In this report some alternate forms for the CDF in terms of the CF will be presented, with an-aim toward more accurate, efficient, and expeditious calculations. For the motivation of this study and utility of the results, as well as numerical examples, see Reference 1
ANALYSIS
This section is composed of five subsections. In the first, general distributions are considered; in the second, specialization to a nonnegative random variable is made. In both subsections, forms that utilize a fast Fourier transform (FFT) are derived and their applicability is discussed. In the third and fourth subsections, discrete random variables are considered. The former subsection shows that the distribution function can be evaluated entirely in terms of finite integrals; the latter subsection specializes to nonnegative discrete random variables. The fifth subsection treats some computational aspects of the FFT.
GENERAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Let RV x have probability density function (PDF) p(x) and CF f(t):
(Integrals without limits are over the real axis from -o to o .) The CDF Pr(K) is defined as the probability that RV x is less than or equal to X. The modified distribution function (MDF) P(X) is defined equal to Pr(K) at points of continuity, but it takes a value midway between limit values on either side of a discontinuity.
The MDF P(Q) can be obtained from the CF by [i, Eq. (7), or 2, Eq.
(4.14))
0.
If we attempt to remove the Imaginary operation from under the integral sign, we obtain an infinite integral since f(O) -1. However, if we express
where a(O) = 1, and split (3) into two integrals, we can move the Imaginary operation out of the first integral in (3) . One particularly useful choice for a(Q), which results in a closed form expression for the second integral in (3),is a () exp j _ "1•'9 ,2 j > 0 .
where* A and e2 are the mean and variance of RV x. The mean and variance are available from f'(O) and f"(O), If these quantities can be evaluated; Hf not, the method to be described is still applicable with arbitrary costants udd for u and 62. When (4) and (5) 
"Actually, nasd f2 could be gail med arbitrary valuts in the iore (S)i tkis particular choice uives a eecond order fit to f(s) at the erigin.
where 0(y) 3 dt(2r)•1/2 eV(-_t /2)
Is the Gaussian CDF.
Equation (6) is now in a form where an FFT can be utilized in the Integration on t (8ee &abeotion 2.5). This equation is exact; we are not making a Gaussian approximation in (6). There Is no problem In the integration at • -0 because, for the choice ,. i! .2 as the mean mard varianoe of RV x,
Also, since IaQI)I decays as wp(-q0, 2 /2), the decay of the left side of (8) for large f wil often depend on the deay of f(t)/t; this decay will dictate how far the integral in (6) must be carried out for specified accuracy In PQ().
Other choices for a(I) are possible and sometimes rcommended. For example, If the mem and varime oi RV x do not exdt (e.g., p(m) r-.
(1 + X2)-, all x), we might booge a2(• -xp(-bj)* I >.o 0 .
To best match f() near the or@10, we oould choose b -VOI a Im(O 0a4seurnzagr f(04) rel)
Then by saeftltng (4) 
a For the choice of b in (10), f(~ -a 2 (V) 0o(j) as 0+ (12) so no problem in integration arises at the origin. We must be able to evaluate f'(04) in this case so that b is known, and It must be real. In cases where f'(0)4 is iot known-or Ib infinite (See Appendix A, for example), the above methods are inapplicable, and special techniques such as subtracting out the singularity are required.
NONNEGATIVE DWTRIBUTIONS
When RV x Is limited to nonneptlve values, some simplifications In the general form (3) nweenrily v"ld, and we must s to (0).
There are computational reasons for choosing (14) over (15), or vice versa. The first has to do with ease of calculating fr(f) versus fh(j). For example, In Appendix A, for p(x) -2/r (1 + x 2 )-1 for x > 0, we find that fr(j) Is a simple exponential, whereas f 1 (Q) is a sum of exponential integrals. Converse examples, where fi(f) is simpler to compute, can also be found.
The second reason has to do with the rate of decay of fr(t) versus fi(j). We have
where subsoripts a and o denote even and odd perts, resevely. Now, () p(o0)> 0, then pox is di tim , attheorigin, and h(k) decMolu 
+S
V Hijre (15) could be terminated earlier than (14).
The third reason has to do with the region of X of interest. For large X, where P(Q) is near unity, Eq. (15), in the form
T fi ) 00 ( x ' 0T( 0 is to be rý,ommended, since it is an alternating sum of small quantities and retains signlhcance. EquW'on (J4), for large X, is an alternating sum of large quantities and l"•s significance. But for small X, Eq. (14) would be recommended.
Equation (15) can be immediately manipulated into a form where an FFT can be utilized. Namely,
From Appendix A, we have fi(k)/t ~-x as } -0, if ux exists and is finite.
If %,e attempt to express (14) in the form
f~ (k exp~i~X we obtain an integral that does not converge at the origin. However, if we express
where b(0) 1 1 and b(j) is real, then (14) becomes
and an FFT can be used on the first integral, Preferably, the second integral should be Integrabe in closed form. A particularly useful choice is
where* IA2 is the mean-square value of RV x. This quantity is available from f;(0) if it can be evaluated. When (24) is substituted into (23), we get (see (3) through (7))
The function
in (25) if the mean-square value IA2 exists. In many cases, it decays as fr(E)/t for large i.
The fact that MDF P(X) can be obtained from either the real or imaginary parts of the CF for a nonnegative distribution are manifestations of the fact that fr(E) and fj(ý) can be found from each other; in fact, they are related by HIlbert transforms. For p(x) = 0 for x < 0, and no impulses at the origin, we see that [4, p. 38] "As in the footnote to Eq. (5), 92 could be assigned any convenient value.
where U(x) is the unit step function, 3 denotes a Fourier transform, * denotes convolution, and xi denotes a Hilbert transform. Therefore,
For the cases when p(x) contains an impulse at the origin of area co, the first part of (28) is still correct, but the second part is incorrect by the additive constant co. However, we can still find fr(j) from fj(k) by utilizing the fact that fr( 0 ) = 1. Thus, either the real or the imaginary part of the CF constitutes complete knowledge about the MDF in the case of a nonnegative distribution.
DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS
In this subsection, the RV x is restricted to take on values that are multiples of some fundamental Increment A, and can be either positive or negative. Although the equations in Subsection 2.2 are applicable here, it Is advantageous to have forms for the distribution function that require finite integrals rather than infinite ones. We have for the PDF 
NONNEGATIVE DISCRETE DISTRIZITTIONS
When RV x is limited to nonnegative values, ih, CDF Pr(M) takes on forms requiring either the real or Imaginary parts of the IF for its evaluation, just as in S6bsection 2.2. To see this, we note that ck in (291 is zero for k < 0. By letting k = -m in (30) 
foosmo0 0 When we employ (33) into (30) for k > 0, we get 
where we have employed (35), (37), and Eq. 1.342 1 in Reference 3. Equation (38) is complementary to (36) in the sense that only the imaginary part of the CF is necessary for evaluating the CDF. The reasons given In Subsection 2.2 for selecting (36) or (38) in a particular application are again relevant.
USE OF FFT FOR FOURIER TRANSFORMS
Many of the integrals in this report take the form [dr g(t) exp(-l2rft)
Suppose a limit T on the Integration can be found such that
T where # is some specified tolerance or error. Then, attention can be focused on evaluating GTO) .idt g(t) exp(-/2rft).
Since the integration in (40) is over an interval of length T, it is seen that l(i) will undergo a significant change in value in an interval no smaller than lrIn f. Thus, one might initially anticipate that (40) The approximation in (46) will be good if go and the exponential are sampled frequently enough. Thus, if the exponential Is not to vary by more than a radian between samples, we require 1fI -
When (45) In applying this technique to numerical Integration of CF's, since the exponentials take the form exp±IL•X), we note that the increment in X at which values are obtained by employing an FFT are 2r/T, or 2rm/T for coarser resolution as above.
CONCLUSIONS
Several alternate forms for direct numerical evaluation of the CDF or MDF from the CF have been presented that have utility in different situations, Including ease of calculation, rate of decay of the integrands, and the probability region of interest. Also, the speed of the FFT anid the large number of values of the distribution functions that are quickly available make the formulas presented attractive in a large number of practical applications.
In the case of discrete distributions with RV that can take on positive as well as negative values, all integrals for the CDF are flnite and over a halfperiod of the CF. Reevaluation of the sines or coenes, as n (36) or (38) 
